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The Act on Regional Development (1996 and 1999) has introduced the role, the objectives and the institutional system of regional policy in Hungary. The Act defined the sub-national statistical levels regarding regional development. Regions as Nuts 2 level and small regions as Nuts 4 level are not public administration units. County is the Nuts 3 level. County is a traditional public administration unit with local self-government. 
Both in the regions and counties development councils were formulated as a partnership of different actors of regional development (local governments, economic chambers, small region development associations). The participants of the council are defined in the Act on Regional development. County Development Councils (CDC) were established in June 1996. In the first years, the system focused on the county level. Because of the forthcoming accession and the potential access to the Structural Funds, it should be more efforts on working out the financial model of regional development on the Nuts 2 level. 
Most Regional Development Council (RDC) was founded in 1998. Their operative management organisation, called Regional Development Agency (RDA) has been usually established in 1999. Central Government supported their operation through the National Development Fund. They also get additional resources for achieving their development objectives. There are strong regional disparities among regions. Central Government (CG) should be use indicators (eg. per capita GDP by regions) to allocate the resources among regions. However, these supports were related rather planning the future of the region (strategy development, programming) than financing programs or projects. Planning is not sensible for regional disparities. That is why CG allocated these resources equally among regions without any differentiation between 1998 and 2000. Compared with CDCs these resources were relatively low. Each region got HUF 60 million in 1998, HUF 130 million in 1999 and HUF 100 million in 2000. Among CDCs, the lowest support was HUF 300 million (Vas county) and the highest was HUF 3,000 million (Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg county) as an average per year between 1996 and 2000.
The Phare Pre-accession Fund results a new situation. Phare helps the regions to learn the system of Structural Funds. The beneficiaries of Phare are Nuts 2 regions as same as the Structural Funds. All Hungarian regions have lower per capita GDP then 75% of the EU average. So, all Hungarian Nuts 2 regions will be beneficiary of the Structural Funds after accession. It requires the review and reform of the finance of regional development focused on the Nuts 2 regions. 
The paper consists of three parts. 
The first chapter gives a short overview on regional finance in the European Union. There is no uniform rule of regionalisation within the EU. Nuts 2 regions organised as public administration unit or statistical region. Both possibilities are in practice in the EU. 
The second block evaluates the financial system of regional development in Hungary during Transition. Several models were developed as pilot in the first part of the 1990s and different models become practice after the Act on Regional Development. Experiences of these models provide a basis for the potential new system of regional finance.
The third block discusses five possible models of regional finance in Hungary. Each model differs from others by the level of decentralisation. Some options depend on the purposes of public administration reform or the accepted level of decentralisation from national point view. Based on these factors, each model can be introduced in different time. 

Financing Regional Development at the Nuts 2 level

Models
Required changes in the administration system
Year of potential introduction
Impacts

Public administration
Budgetary
Tax
Other*

Strengths/Opportunities
Weaknesses/Threats


laws



1. Decentralisation of NDF to Nuts 2 regions
-
X
-
-
from 2001
ë	Concentration of resources for regional development
ë	Increrasing decentralisation
ë	Long term existence of decentralised NDF at the county level
2. Decentralisation of other central funds to Nuts 2 regions
-
X
-
-
from 2002
ë	Increrasing decentralisation
ë	Only for underdeveloped regions
3. Redistribution of Local Business Tax within the region
-
-
X
X
from 2003
ë	Concentration of resources for regional development
ë	Increasing partnership
ë	Opposition of local governments
4. Shared revenue from central or centralised taxes
4/a.Local Business Tax
-
X
X
X
from 2004
ë	Concentration of resources for regional development
ë	Increrasing decentralisation
ë	Centralisation of Local Business Tax 
4/b. Other taxes (PIT, Profit Tax, VAT)
-
X
X
-
from 2004
ë	Concentration of resources for regional development
ë	Increrasing decentralisation
ë	Too many interest groups involved 
5. Taxing right at the level of Nuts 2 regions
X
X
X
X
from 2007
ë	Concentration of resources for regional development
ë	Increasing decentralisation
ë	Late in public administration reform
* eg. Act on Regional Development, Act on Local Governments etc.
Periods:
I.	Transitional I.: from 2001 to 2002 or 2003 (Pre-accession)
II.	Transitional II.: from 2003 or 2004 to 2006 (First years of membership within the EU planning period of 2000-2006 or Pre-accession II.)
III.	After accession: from 2007 (or Pre-accession III.)

NDF = National Development Fund

